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Visibility of Assets in Motion
Elevates Your Business
Implement the System of Reality in your Warehouse

Your warehouse has never
been more challenged
• You’re challenged with profitability and rising
logistics costs to keep up with explosive volume
growth
• The labor market has never been tighter
• You don’t have accurate visibility to the
whereabouts of your assets
• Higher SLAs & customer expectations demand
faster service
• Your assets—people and equipment—are
underutilized and inefficient
If you can’t measure or monitor your assets as they
move through your warehouse, you can’t optimally
manage your business.
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Get The Complete Picture Of Your
Operations In Near Real-Time
Zebra MotionWorks® Warehouse is a near real-time location
solution, optimized for handling large volumes of assets at the
rapid pace that today’s warehouse demands. It provides immediate
ROI by allowing you to see exactly where critical assets are
whether they’re stationary or in motion, enabling you to automate
transactions, streamline workflows, reduce labor and improve
accuracy.

Zebra MotionWorks Warehouse system of reality
gives you near real-time actionable data for these
real world benefits:
Improve shipment verification and validation
Generates a real-time, digitized manifest which immediately
verifies receipt and shipment of assets, simultaneously highlighting
discrepancies from the system of record.

Reduce labor
Directed instructions streamline worker activity and improve
asset utilization while providing you with a centralized dashboard
to monitor work in progress. Plus, alerts and notifications inform
everyone on critical issues in near real-time.

Increase accuracy
Automated transactions reduce manual processes, so your workers
can enjoy faster order processing, improving accuracy and security.

Integrate into existing management systems
No need to start all over with your in-house business systems.
MotionWorks™ Warehouse fits right in with your existing enterprise
management systems to improve your operations.
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Turn Raw Data Into Real-Time Benefits
Zebra MotionWorks® Warehouse is powered by Zebra
SavannaTM , a data intelligence platform that uses
advanced analysis and machine learning to transform
raw edge data into insights you can use to make your
warehouse faster and more efficient, delivering real
results like these:
• Enables directed workflows for increased productivity, reducing labor
• Increases asset and forklift utilization
• Reveals real-time location of assets
• Increases predictability in operations
• Increases employee engagement
• Helps you improve processes over time with operational intelligence
• Creates an audit trail for security and quality control
• Goods movement based on priority
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Real World Use Case Scenarios
The best way to see how Zebra MotionWorks® Warehouse
helps your operation work smarter is to see it in action. Here
are a few dashboards to help you see the big picture benefits:

Shipping Accuracy and Integrity
• Eliminate mis-shipments to customer
• Meet critical shipment times
• Auditable chain of custody reduces lost inventory
• Reduction in time spent looking for missing assets

Tracking Finished Goods in Manufacturing
• Eliminating steps in workflow increases number of goods/asset that can be
processed
• Reduces time to collate all goods assigned to an order
• Decrease in goods stored in inventory before shipment
• Auditable record of events reduces lost inventory
• Reduction in time spent looking for missing assets
• Near real-time notification of discrepancies for immediate resolution, reducing
costly penalties

Workflow Optimization
• Reduce labor with more efficient workflows
• More efficient use of time and assets
• Eliminating steps in workflow increases number of goods/asset that can be
processed
• Auditable record of events reduces lost inventory
• Reduction in time spent looking for missing assets
• Near real-time notification of discrepancies for immediate resolution, reducing
costly penalties
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Keep Your Workers In Motion.
And You In The Know.
MotionWorks™ Warehouse Software
• Zone Manager
• Location Data Aggregation
• Asset Identification & Association
• Automated Scanning
• MotionWorks Warehouse Historical API for reporting

Business Application
• Visibility Dashboard
• Facility Manager Dashboard
• Electronic Manifest
• Solution Configuration Management & Monitoring

Sensing Hardware
• ATR7000 Phased Array Reader
• Ultra-Wideband RTLS
• Zebra ZBR4000 Advanced Passive RFID Tag

Professional and Support Services
• Solution Jumpstart
• Solution Validation
• Software Integration
• Learning as a Service
• Workflow Design & Consulting
• MotionWorks Signature Service
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Stay Connected. Stay In Control.
With Zebra’s End-To-End Solutions.
Zebra MotionWorks® provides expertise to build and implement end-to-end location solutions
that automatically sense the location of your assets and inventory. It helps you streamline your
workflows, while allowing you to ramp up productivity, boost efficiency and grow your business.
By delineating that data to arm your enterprise with actionable insights, you can optimize your
business at the performance edge.
We have the hardware to capture data,
including Zebra’s many sensing,
tagging and mobility technologies. Plus,
MotionWorks™ Warehouse is built to
integrate with third-party technologies.
MotionWorks Warehouse is built on the
Zebra Savanna platform. It captures
location data and, using proven
algorithms and rules engines, it derives
actionable information and business
context. And because MotionWorks
Warehouse provides a common set of
outputs, all this data can be shared with
other applications.
Success in any intelligent edge
solution requires a knowledgeable
set of professional services to truly be
successful. Zebra MotionWorks is no
exception.
Zebra provides a set of Location
Solution-specific professional
capabilities as part of its Signature
Services Portfolio. With these, you can
be confident that the unique services
necessary for the successful business
outcome of your location-based solution
are available when you need them.
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Zebra MotionWorks® Warehouse changes the game by
integrating into your existing back-end system. It generates
data to give you clear visibility into your operation, helping
you make real-time decisions. Because when you can take
immediate action, you’re never a step behind. You’re always
two steps ahead.
Put your operation into perfect focus. And focus on what
really matters: success. Learn more about MotionWorks™
Warehouse. Only from Zebra.

Contact Zebra to set up a Discovery Session, where our Location experts
will build a solution that meets the unique needs of your business
www.zebra.com/motionworkswarehouse
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